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This paper presents a multi-objective approach to determine optimal site and size of parking lots, which
provide vehicle to grid (V2G) power in distribution system as new type of distributed generations (DGs).
In this approach, the reliability of distribution system and power losses along with investment cost are
considered in optimization problem. This optimization problem is solved using genetic algorithm (GA)
method. Simulation study is carried out on a nine bus test system. The results of simulations show that
the economic issue of parking lots installation depends on many factors such as availability of electric
vehicles (EVs) as well as the electricity price. Also, it is shown that by taking enough incentive for EVs
owners, optimal sitting and sizing of parking lots has economical benefit for distribution system compa-
nies. Also, optimal allocation of parking lots can improve the distribution system voltage profile.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years several problems including environmental
issues, decrease in fuel quantity and volatility in its price and the
need for decreasing dependency on fossil fuels caused the electric
vehicles (EVs) get known as an effective resource in transportation
and power system [1–5]. As addressed in [6], the backbone of
smart grid emphasis on environmental protection, using variable
generation (such as wind and solar), demand response, and distrib-
uted generation (DG) including EV technology, driving for better
asset utilization, while maintaining reliable system operation,
and the need for enhanced customer choice. Fig. 1 depicts these
factors in relation to the new emerging smart grid paradigm, and
illustrates the role of EV technology in the new era [7]. In [8,9], it
is shown that vehicles are parked for about 93–96% time during
a day. Therefore, they are available for other purposes such as serv-
ing as storage device to the grid. Based on this fact and the increas-
ing need for economical storages in power system, EVs are
suggested to be used as limited energy resources in power system
[10]. Additionally, EVs can be utilized as controllable loads. In other
words, they can be operated as a battery to save energy during off-
peak period. Also, these can act as generation units during peak
period or high electricity price intervals. Since EVs have limited
power output, they can be used in distribution system as a DG re-
source. For using EV as a DG in distribution system, charging and
ll rights reserved.
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discharging of batteries should be controlled. Some models for
vehicle to grid (V2G) power output are presented in [11–14].

Distribution system planners try to supply economical and reli-
able electricity to their customers. These companies deploy differ-
ent technologies such as DGs and capacitors. DG technologies have
many economical and technical benefits [15,16]. These benefits
cannot be maximized except when optimal sizes and sites of DG
units are determined. Therefore, optimal allocation of DG is one
of the most important issues, which have to be considered in dis-
tribution planning problem. An appropriate decision making can
provide benefits to distribution network, suppliers, and customers.
Reliability index and loss reduction are two major objectives that
have to be considered in sitting and sizing of DGs [17,18]. Using
a type of DGs such as renewable DGs has an important role in
smart environment.

Optimum allocation of parking lots, as new type of DGs, should
be accomplished as well as other type of DGs. High-penetrations of
distribution-connected storage devices or plug-in vehicles have ad-
verse impacts on the grid due to their charging loads, randomly-
located or unmanaged additions. Contrary, optimal allocation of
parking lots can reduce the network loss such as other DGs, en-
hance reliability, improve voltage profile, and consequently bring
economical benefits for distribution system company (DISCO).
Many studies have been accomplished regarding associated prob-
lems with EVs and their impacts on power system. In many of
the studies it is shown that the impact of EVs depends on charging
schedule and electricity tariffs [19–21]. Ref. [22] presents a simu-
lator tool in order to evaluate EVs impacts on power system. The
proposed simulator in [22] allows estimation of the impacts of
charging on each bus of the system.
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Fig. 1. The role of EV in smart grid [11].
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Despite numerous studies about EVs, optimal allocation of park-
ing lots has not been considered until now in the studies. Hence,
this paper presents a multi-objective approach to determine opti-
mal site and size of parking lots as DGs. Due to the multi-objective
feature of allocation problem, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is
employed in this paper to determine the optimal weighting coeffi-
cient for each objective. AHP was proposed in 1970 and since then,
it has been progressively become an algorithm with extensive uses
in multi-objective comprehensive evaluations [23].

One of the main differences between parking lot and other tra-
ditional DGs is that this resource does not have deterministic out-
put. In this paper, a simplified model is used for power output of EV
parking lots. In the modeling of parking lots, they act as storage de-
vices and store electrical power in the batteries of vehicles at times
with low electricity price and deliver power to distribution system
at times with high electricity price. Also, parking lots act as charg-
ing stations of EVs for driving purposes. Because of stochastic nat-
ure of EV owners’ behavior, the parking lots output is stochastic.
One approach for decreasing the uncertainty of EV owners’ behav-
ior is implementing some incentive mechanisms. Enough incentive
mechanism should be considered to promote EV drivers to partic-
ipate in providing power to the network.

In this study, the allocation optimization problem is solved
using genetic algorithm (GA) method. Due to the stochastic nature
of the outputs of these resources, reliability is taken into consider-
ation as an important issue. On the other hand, the power loss as
well as the investment cost are other objectives have to be paid en-
ough attention. For this reason, a trade-off shall be made between
these objectives.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following order. Sec-
tion 2 describes the proposed model of parking lots allocation
framework. In Section 3, the parking lot power generation is dis-
cussed. Section 4 presents the problem formulation. In Section 5,
the solving method is discussed. The case study and discussion
on the results are driven in Section 6. Finally, the last section is de-
voted to conclusions.
2. Framework of allocation problem

The proposed framework of parking lots allocation is illustrated
in Fig. 2, which is structured in 9 blocks. The data required for solv-
ing the optimization problem (e.g., data of load, EV data, and elec-
tricity price data) is indicated in block one. The output power of
EVs depends on drivers’ behavior. Thus, the incentive mechanism
as illustrated in block 1 can be considered for management of
EVs power output and promote the owners of these resources.

Generally, EVs do not have deterministic output therefore, in
this paper the simplified model is used for power output of EVs
parking lots (block 2). Due to the stochastic output of this resource,
reliability is taken into consideration as an important issue. In this
study, the energy not supplied (ENS) is proposed as a reliability in-
dex (block 3). On the other hand, the power loss as the other objec-
tive has to be paid attention (block 4). Another objective, which has
important impacts on these resources allocation is the investment
cost of parking lots, which is illustrated in block 5. Since optimal
allocation of parking lots is a multi-objective optimization prob-
lem, a trade-off between these objectives is taken into account in
this paper. GA is used for solving optimization problem as indi-
cated in block 6.

Number of EVs in each candidate bus, reliability benefit, and
loss benefit are outputs of the simulation, as presented in blocks
7, 8, and 9, respectively.

In order to allocate parking lots, some assumptions are taken
into account as follows:

1. In this study it is assumed that, DISCO is responsible for supply-
ing customers demand, parking lots installation, and controlling
charging and discharging of EVs batteries. DISCO tries to carry
all of these responsibilities based on cost reduction and improv-
ing the quality and reliability of customer service.

2. It should be noted that in calculating the profit, it is assumed
that the DISCO does not receive compensation from EV owners
for battery charging necessary for driving purposes. Also, degra-
dation cost of vehicles due to V2G is paid to EV owners by
DISCO. These assumptions are taken to encourage EV owners
to park their vehicles in parking lot in the days with high price
peak electricity.

3. All vehicles are charged and discharged with maximum charg-
ing rate. It should be noted that this assumption has been con-
sidered in several EV studies [20,21].

4. In the modeling of parking lots, it is assumed that the initial
state of charge (SOC) of EVs has three levels. The proposed
model can be used for other SOC levels too. The initial SOC of
vehicles can be fitted with suitable distribution function and
parking lots can be placed optimally, considering this function.
Other assumption used in modeling of parking lots is that all
batteries have the same size. Thus, the output power of parking
lot is flat in discharging state. This assumption has been taken
in many EV studies such as [20–22].

3. Parking lot power generation

The EV battery storage has a low capacity. Thus, in this paper,
wide use of aggregated EVs in parking lots is suggested to over-
come the small storage capacity of an EV. EV parking lots are con-
sidered as new players whose roles are collecting the EVs in order
to reach high storage capacity from small battery capacity of EVs,
affecting the grid beneficially.

In a restructured power system, DISCO buys electricity from
wholesale market to supply the consumers. Purchasing electricity
in off-peak hours from the market with low prices, storing it in bat-
teries of vehicles in parking lots, and delivering electricity to con-
sumers in peak time are three major steps that enable DISCOs to
save costs through preventing purchasing fraction of required peak
power with high price. Usually, peak power is generated by power
plants that can be switched on for shorter periods, such as gas tur-
bines at the hours of day when high levels of power consumption
are expected (for example, in hot summer afternoons) [24]. The
peak power is typically needed only a few 100 h/year. This power
is usually provided by generators with low capital cost however
high operational cost. Providing peak power by parking lots may
be an economic alternative source. For optimal participation of
parking lots in providing peak power, they should be allocated
optimally.
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Fig. 2. Proposed framework of parking lots allocation.

Table 1
Initial SOC of vehicles.
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Fig. 3. Input power of parking lot for charging EVs.
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The first step in parking lots allocation is modeling the output
power of these lots. To charge EVs, the output power of parking
lot depends on initial SOC of vehicles batteries, as well as the num-
ber of available vehicles, and output power of each vehicle. In this
paper, a simple charging and discharging scheduling of batteries
are considered as described in the following.

The required time for full charging of an EV as a function of ini-
tial SOC can be calculated as follows:
tðiÞ ¼ ð1� SOCiÞ � ESi

Pv
ð1Þ

where SOCi is the initial SOC of vehicle i,ESi is the battery capacity of
EV i, and Pv is the power rate with which EV is charged.

The output power of the parking lot can be represented as:

Ppark ¼ Pv � n ð2Þ

where n is the number of available vehicles in the parking lot.
By assuming three levels of SOC for batteries, as shown in Ta-

ble 1, the input power of parking lot will have 4 stages similar to
Fig. 3.

4. Problem formulation

In this section, the revenue and the costs of parking lot applica-
tion are modeled. Details of formulations expressed in the next
subsections.

4.1. Revenue and cost of V2G

The revenue obtained from V2G power depends on the type of
electricity market that the V2G power is sold to. For markets such
as peak power market that pay only for energy, the revenue is the
product of price and energy dispatched [25]. A portion of peak
power can be supplied by V2G power and consequently less pur-
chasing electric power from wholesale market by DISCO. Therefore,
saving costs by supplying loads with V2G power instead of purchas-
ing power from wholesale market can be formulated as follows:

rðiÞ ¼ PrP � PparkðiÞ � tdispðiÞ ð3Þ

where r(i) is the total revenue gained from ith parking lot, tdisp(i) is
the total time that the V2G power is dispatched, and PrP is market
price of electricity at peak times.
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On a yearly basis, the net revenue is calculated by summing up
the revenue for only those hours in which the cost of energy from
V2G is lower than the market rate [25].

The cost of V2G power is made of three elements: purchased
energy, wear, and capital costs [25]. The purchased energy and
the wear cost for V2G are the additional costs needed for V2G how-
ever not for driving. Similarly, the capital cost is the cost of addi-
tional equipments needed for V2G however not for the main
function of the vehicles, which is transportation. In addition to
the cost of V2G power, the cost of purchased energy for driving
purposes is also modeled in this section. Assuming a yearly basis,
these costs can be formulated as follows:

CFcapðiÞ ¼ cac � PCðiÞ ð4Þ

CFPu:drivingðiÞ ¼
Xtn

k¼1

Proff

lconv
� Pparkchði; kÞ � tðkÞ ð5Þ

CFpu:V2GðiÞ ¼ Prpe � PparkðiÞ � tdisp ð6Þ

where CFcap(i) is the capital cost of parking lot i, cac is the annualized
capital cost for each vehicle, PC(i) is the capacity of parking lot i,
CFPu.driving(i) is the cost of purchased energy to charge vehicles for
driving, Proff is the market price of electricity at off-peak times,
Pparkch(i, k) is the needed power at parking lot for charging vehicles
from SOC 0 to SOC 1, t(k) is the time duration at which the output
power of parking lot in order to charge EVs is Pparkch(i, k), CFpu.V2G(i)
is the cost of purchased energy to charge vehicles for V2G power,
and Prpe is the purchased energy cost.

Pparkch(i, k) is calculated by Eq. (2) in which n at each time inter-
val, equals to the number of vehicle with SOC less than 1. The equa-
tion for calculating Prpe includes a purchased energy term and an
equipment degradation term:

Prpe ¼
Proff

lconv
þ cd ð7Þ

where cd is the cost of equipment degradation due to the extra use
for V2G, and lconv is the efficiency of the inverter. More details
about calculating cd are given in [25].

4.2. Reliability improvement

As mentioned, in this paper a multi-objective optimization
method is developed to determine the appropriate size and site
of parking lots. One of the objectives is meeting the system reliabil-
ity in an acceptable level. The energy not-supplied index (ENS),
which is considered as the reliability index is calculated for this
work. This index reflects the network total energy not supplied
due to the faults during study period. Therefore, the system disrup-
tion cost can be evaluated as represented in following equation:

CNSðjÞ ¼
XB

b¼1

Cinj � cb � Lb �
XNres

res¼1

Pres � tres þ
XNrep

rep¼1

Prep � trep

 !" #
þ CEquipj

ð8Þ

where B is the number of branches in network, Cinj is the price of en-
ergy not supplied in load level j, cb is the failure rate of line section
b, Lb is the length of line section b, Nres is the number of nodes iso-
lated during fault location, Nrep is the number of nodes isolated
during fault repair, Pres is the loads not supplied during fault loca-
tion, tres is duration of the fault location and switching time, Prep

is the loads not supplied during fault repair, trep is duration of the
fault repair, and CEquipj is the cost of energy not supplied based on
failure in equipment except for branches.

If the parking lot is sited in distribution system, it is used as
alternative source to restore power for fraction of the loads that
are failed and therefore the system reliability will be improved.
The reliability enhancement benefit for each year that DISCO can
reach is expressed by following equation:

DCNSðjÞ ¼ CNSðjÞ � CNSV2GðjÞ ð9Þ

where CNS(j) is the cost of energy not supplied without V2G in load
level, and CNSV2G(j) is the cost of energy not supplied with V2G.

4.3. Loss reduction benefit

The output power of parking lots causes the power loss of dis-
tribution system to change. Therefore, the cost of system loss can
be evaluated by:

DClossðjÞ ¼ PriceðjÞ � ðlossðjÞ � lossV2GðjÞÞ ð10Þ

lossðjÞ ¼
XB

b¼1

Rb � IbðjÞ2 � tðkÞ ð11Þ

where Price(j) is the electricity price in load level j, loss(j) is the net-
work loss in load level j without V2G, lossV2G(j) is the network loss
in load level j with V2G, Rb is the resistance of branch b, and Ib(j) is
the current of branch b at time interval j.

4.4. Objective function

Considering the revenue and cost, which have been described in
previous sections, the objective function can be stated as follows:

MAX F ¼
XNV2G

i¼1

ðw1 � rðiÞ � ðw2 � CFcapðiÞ þw3 � CFPu:driv ingðiÞ

þw4 � CFpu:V2GðiÞÞ þ
XJ

j¼1

ðw5 � DCNSðjÞ þw6 � DClossðjÞÞ ð12Þ

where NV2G is the number of parking lots, J is the number of load
levels, and w1, . . .,w6 are weighting coefficients.

4.5. Calculating of weighting factors

In this study, AHP is used to calculate the optimal weighting
coefficient for each index in Eq. (12) [23]. First, a matrix is formed
with arrays, which are made by comparing the importance of each
two indices. For example, the array in iNth row and jNth column is a
number between 1 and 9 that indicates the importance of the iNth
index compared to jNth index. This comparison matrix can be ex-
pressed as follows:

N ¼
N11 . . . N1m

� � � � � � � � �
Nm1 . . . Nmm

2
64

3
75 ð13Þ

where N(iN, iN) = 1 (importance of index iN compared to itself is 1),
N(iN, jN) = 1/N(jN, iN) represent the importance of iNth index com-
pared to jNth index.

The next step is computing of weighting coefficients. The
weighting coefficients are calculated as follows:

wiN ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiYm
jN¼1

NðiN ; jNÞ
m

vuut
Xm

iN¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiYm
j¼1

NðiN; jNÞ
m

vuut
ð14Þ

where m is number of objectives.
After calculating the weighting coefficients, the consistency in-

dex of matrix N is calculated as below:
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ICR ¼
ðcmax �mÞ
ðm� 1Þ � IRI

ð15Þ

where cmax is maximum eigenvalue of matrix N.
If ICR < 0.1 the consistency of each weighting coefficient is

acceptable. IRI is a random index, and its values are given in [23]
for a different index number m.

4.6. Constraints

The objective function should be maximized subject to different
constraints.

4.6.1. Distribution line capacity limit
The power flow of lines should be less than maximum permit-

ted power of lines because of line thermal capacity.

Sði0 ;j0 Þ 6 Sði0 ;j0 Þmax ð16Þ

where Si,j is the MVA in the line connecting bus i0 to bus j0, and
S(i,j)max is the MVA capacity of the line between bus i0 to bus j0.

4.6.2. Voltage drop limit
The voltage of each bus should be in the range of minimum and

maximum voltages.

Vmin 6 V 6 Vmax ð17Þ
where Vmin, Vmax are minimum and maximum allowable voltages at
buses, respectively.

4.6.3. Number of vehicles limit in each parking lot
Capacity of each parking lot in specific area is limited by the num-

ber of EVs in that area. This constraint can be expressed as follows:

CP 6 CPmax ð18Þ
where CPmax is the maximum capacity of parking lot, which can be
installed.

4.7. Load flow

To solve the optimal parking lot placement problem for a typical
radial distribution network a simple power flow method known as
the backward–forward sweep power flow is used for computing
the power loss. This method is described briefly as follows:

4.7.1. Current injection calculation for each node

iðkÞn ¼
SðkÞn

V ðkÞn

 !
ð19Þ

where in is the current injection at node n corresponding to constant
power load, Sn is scheduled power injection at node n, and Vn is the
voltage at node n.

4.7.2. Backward sweep to sum up line section current
The current in line section l is computed as below:

JðkÞl ¼ �iðkÞn þ
X
mM

JðkÞm ð20Þ

Line section l connects node s to node n, where n stands for
receiving point of line section l, and s stands for sending point of
line section l.

4.7.3. Forward sweep to update nodal voltage
The voltage at node j is computed as:

V ðkÞj ¼ V ðkÞi � Zl � Jl ð21Þ
In all of the equations, k is the loop counter.

Iteration of these steps is kept on until the convergence criteria
are satisfied (DVk

i 6 e).
DVk
i ¼ jV

k
i j � jV

k�1
i j ð22Þ
5. Solving method

The main goal of the proposed modeling is to determine proper
locations for parking lots and their optimal size by maximizing
objective function. In the following, GA and placement algorithm,
which is used to solve multi-objective optimization problem are
described.

5.1. Problem optimization using GA

GA is able to reach an optimum solution by finite number of
evolution steps performed on a finite set of possible solutions.

The objective function stated in Eq. (12), is maximized with GA.
In this paper, the fitness function is equal to the objective function
because the chromosome with maximum objective function is the
fittest chromosome.

Before using the GA to solve the optimization problem, repre-
sentation of a chromosome must be defined. In this paper, each
chromosome is composed of several sub chromosomes. The num-
ber of sub chromosomes is equal to the number of candidate buses
used for connecting the parking lot. Each sub chromosome repre-
sents a binary number that shows the capacity of parking lot.
Therefore, the number of bits in the sub chromosomes depends
on the maximum capacity, which parking lots can have. The major
steps of the optimization algorithm are:

1. Generation of initial population: In the first iteration, chro-
mosomes are initialized.

2. Calculation fitness function: For each chromosome the park-
ing is modeled and the fitness function is calculated.

3. Generation of new population: Each chromosome is copied
to the second generation for a number of times that is pro-
portional to its fractional fitness function in the reproduc-
tion phase and genetic operators are applied on the set of
chromosomes.

4. Termination criteria: Steps 2 and 3 are repeated and the
algorithm stops when acceptable fitness level has been
reached for the population.

Parameters of GA are as follows:

� Population size (Nc): 5.
� Mutation probability: 0.1.
� Crossover probability: 1.

6. Numerical study

The test system for the numerical study is a 9 bus distribution
system as shown in Fig. 4. The data of this test system and loads
are given in [17,26]. The distribution test system includes high
voltage distribution substation 132–33 kV, which feeds eight load
points.

For placement of parking lot in the study distribution system
following criteria are taken into account:

1. Batteries of vehicles are charged with a constant power of
15 kW.

2. 2. Loads are time variant. In this paper, the load condition is
considered in three levels (light, medium, and peak load)
[17].

3. In the simulation, the parking lot is modeled as a bus
(Q = 0). In charging state, Q is positive and during discharg-
ing, P is negative.
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Table 2
Required information for parking lot placement.

Initial SOC 0.3 0.45 0.7
Number of
vehicles (%)

25% 25% 50%

Cd (USD$/
kW h)

Cac (USD$/year for
each vehicle)

lconv Pricep

(USD$/
kW h)

Price (USD$/
kW h)

0.225 304 0.85 0.05 0.5

Table 3
Simulation results of scenario 1 (availability = 100%).

Bus number 2 3 6
Optimum number of EVs 375 375 225

Benefit of loss reduction (USD$) 38,705
Benefit of reliability improvement (USD$) 31,356
Benefit of providing peak power (USD$) 411,640
Total benefit (USD$) 481,700

Table 4
Simulation results of scenario 1 (availability = 80%).

Bus number 2 3 6
Optimum number of EVs 375 375 225

Benefit of loss reduction (USD$) 33,113
Benefit of reliability improvement (USD$) 31,828
Benefit of providing peak power (USD$) 259,820
Total benefit (USD$) 324,760
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4. Buses 2, 3, and 6 are candidates for connecting the parking
lot.

5. Initial SOC of vehicles is based on data given in Table 2.
6. Under traditional approximations used by utilities, there

might be 200 peak hours in a year during which an incre-
mental kW h of electricity would be worth 50 USD$/kW h
[25]. Therefore, the maximum hours that vehicles deliver
power to the network is assumed to be 200 h in a year.

Degradation and annualized investment cost and efficiency of
the inverter, which are used in this study are given in Table 2
[25]. The larger the batteries are, the more economical installation
of parking lots will be and vice versa. Therefore, it is assumed that
DISCO makes contracts with vehicles of high battery capacities.
The battery’s capacity is assumed to be 50 kW h.

Considering the value of the objective function and the problem
constraints, the optimum location for parking lot is determined
using GA. Two scenarios are considered in terms of analyzing simu-
lation results. In the first scenario, all weighting coefficients are iden-
tical and in the second scenario, they are different from each other.

6.1. Scenario 1

In this scenario, all arrays of matrix N are 1. Thus, the vector of
weighting coefficients is as follows:
W ¼ ½0:1667 0:1667 0:1667 0:1667 0:1667 0:16670�

The results of this scenario are shown in Table 3. As can be ob-
served from the results, the total annual benefit is 481,700 USD$. It
is assumed that the availability of vehicles is 100 percent. In other
words, all EV owners respect the contract. If the availability of
vehicles be 80%, the annual benefit decreases to 324,760 USD$.
As it can be seen from Table 4, the benefit of providing peak power
is decreased in comparison with Table 3. Reduction in the benefit
from the loss and reliability view points is not as much as benefit
of providing peak power. This was predictable because the invest-
ment cost is modeled in benefit of providing peak power and it is
constant for various EVs’ availability. On the other hand, the reve-
nue from providing V2G power decreases with a decrease in the
availability of EVs. The total benefit as a function of EVs’ availability
is shown in Fig. 5. As it is observed from Fig. 5, when the availability
of vehicles is decreased to 0.35, the total benefit becomes negative.
It is thus necessary to assume enough incentives for EV owners in
order to encourage them to park their vehicles in parking lots.

The voltage profile of load points at peak times, which parking
lots deliver power to the distribution system is shown in Fig. 6. As
can be observed from Fig. 6, there are improvements in voltage
profile of some buses in the presence of V2G power.

As mentioned, it is assumed that high price of electricity is syn-
chronized with the peak power of the distribution system. If it is
5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

ailability

ction of EVs availability.
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Fig. 6. Voltage profile in peak load (scenario 1).

Table 5
Results of simulation scenario 1 (change in electricity price).

Bus number 2 3 6
Optimum number of EVs 375 375 225

Benefit of loss reduction (USD$) �565,930
Benefit of reliability improvement (USD$) �101,150
Benefit of providing high price power (USD$) 395,080
Total benefit (USD$) �272,000
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assumed that the high price of electricity occurs in off- peak time,
the results would differ as shown in Table 5. As it can be seen from
the results of Table 5, the benefit becomes negative in this situation
and accordingly the voltage profile is deteriorated as shown in
Fig. 7. To prevent this situation, it is necessary to forecast the elec-
tricity price exactly for decision making on parking lot installation.

If it is assumed that the battery capacity of all EVs is 15 kW h,
the optimum number of EVs in the entire candidate buses become
zero. This result was predictable because the investment cost is the
same for all type of vehicles.

6.2. Scenario 2

In this scenario, the matrix N in Eq. (12) is as follows:
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The weighting coefficient vector related to matrix N is calcu-
lated using Eq. (13) with the result as below.

W ¼ ½0:0625 0:1875 0:0625 0: 0:1875 0:4375�

It is assumed that the availability of vehicles in this scenario is
100%. Also, high price of electricity is synchronized with the peak
power of the distribution system.

As it can be seen from the weighting coefficient vector, the en-
ergy not supplied index and the capital cost index are more impor-
tant indices in this scenario. The results of simulation indicates that
with increasing the importance of the capital cost index, the parking
lots capacities decrease and consequently the benefit of providing
peak power and the total annual benefit decrease. With comparing
Table 3 and Table 6 it can be seen that the benefit of reliability
improvement increases in this scenario. Thus, parking lots alloca-
tion can be carried out for various purposes in different areas.

7. Conclusion

This paper addressed a multi-objective approach for allocation
of parking lots as an attractive option in distribution system for
supplying loads. An optimization model is successfully imple-
mented to determine the optimal capacity and size of parking lot
for serving demands in peak hours. The proposed optimization
model aims to maximizing the total benefit.

Based on the data and the market prices used in the paper to
examine the model, the results confirmed that parking lots instal-
lation can have economical profit for DISCO and improves the volt-
age profile as well. GA was used to optimally allocate the parking
lot in the distribution system.

As simulation results demonstrate, any change in the battery
capacity of vehicles in parking lots and weighting coefficients of
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ario 1 (change in electricity price).



Table 6
Results of simulation scenario 2 (availability = 100%).

Bus number 2 3 6
Optimum number of EVs 25 50 150

Benefit of loss reduction (USD$) 9764.2
Benefit of reliability improvement (USD$) 33,350
Benefit of providing high price power (USD$) 61,564
Total benefit (USD$) 104,680
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various indices lead to variation in the results. In order to reach
more precious results, it is necessary to determine the size of bat-
teries and efficiency of inverters, exactly.

A simple charging and discharging scheduling of batteries have
been considered in this paper for placement of parking lots. The
proposed method can be used for other V2G problems.
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